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An enhanced bioinformatics tool incorporating the participation of as molecular structure as well as sequence in protein DNA recognition the is proposed and tested. Boltzmann probability models of sequencesca dependent DNA structure from all-atom molecular dynamics simsca ulations were obtained and incorporated into hidden Markov sh( models (HMMs) that can recognize molecular structural signals as reg well as sequence in protein-DNA binding sites on a genome. The be( binding of catabolite activator protein (CAP) to cognate DNA seo sequences was used as a prototype case for implementation and sca testing of the method. The results indicate that even HMMs based an on probabilistic roll/tilt dinucleotide models of sequence-depenpo dent DNA structure have some capability to discriminate between (21 known CAP binding and nonbinding sites and to predict putative gei CAP binding sites in unknowns. Restricting HMMs to sequence only has in regions of strong consensus in which the protein makes base cr) specific contacts with the cognate DNA further improved the cal discriminatory capabilities of the HMMs. Comparison of results tio with controls based on sequence only indicates that extending the de, definition of consensus from sequence to structure improves the co] transferability of the HMMs, and provides further supportive atl evidence of a role for dynamical molecular structure as well as em sequence in genomic regulatory mechanisms. mc in The idea that structure as well as sequence might serve as a I useful bioinformatics screening criterion has considerable mc potential in genomics for elucidating similarities with low sebe quence consensus. The proposal that protein-DNA recognition nu involves molecular geometry as a supplement to sequence-based, int nonbonded contacts dates back at least to the observation of cal structural irregularities in the first high-resolution x-ray crystal a f structure of B-DNA (1, 2). However, structural characteristics of P? DNA at the most fundamental level, Boltzmann statistical of mechanics, is described in terms of the probability of achieving co] a particular conformational or helicoidal state at a given temde, perature, rather than a single time averaged form. We propose sol herein a methodology in which probability models of dynamical the structure derived from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on be DNA including counterions and water (3, 4) are incorporated ap: along with DNA sequence information into hidden Markov sei models (HMM) (5, 6) suitable for genomic analysis. HMMs of already provide a statistical framework for protein and DNA wil sequence alignments (6-8), and the probabilistic nature of yes HMMs per se (9, 10) is ideally suited for incorporating Boltzces mann probability models of molecular structural characteristics str from MD into a bioinformatics tool. The binding of catabolite sal activator protein (CAP) to cognate DNA sequences (11) (12) (13) be' serves as a model protein-DNA binding system and basis for he demonstration and testing of the methodology. The resulting HMMs are applied to scans of the Escherichia coli genome. The inf results provide further exploration of a role for molecular geometry as well as sequence in protein DNA recognition and specificity as a means of genomic searches. nverged. The HMM at this point knows the probabilities for observation of each of the unique base pair step in the known iding sites, and is referred to as a sequence HMM. These luence-only-based HMMs (SEQ-HMMs) will score an unown with respect to its probability of achieving the sequence aracteristics learned from its training set. Incorporating the MD description of sequence-dependent ucture into HMMs (denoted MDS-HMMs) is accomplished re by a two-step process in which the emission probabilities ei. . transformed first to emission probabilities e[kl and subseently, by a second transformation, to emission probabilities The e[kl are emission probabilities for a geometry (k, 1) and e'? are emission probabilities conditional on simultaneously isfying the probability model of structure from MD and )bability model of sequence trained into the HMM. In step 1, ei, are transformed by the Pa(k,l) of Table 2 , eia*PJ(k, I) = e,ikl,
ere the e'kl refer to state i, step a, and geometry (k, 1). cause at this point we are not interested in the contribution 'm step a but in the geometry (k, I) corresponding to that step, sum over all steps, e eiakl = ikl, [6] which the ekl is the geometry emitted by the state i and the me reminds us that the information on geometry was the ult of an MD transformation subsequent to HMM training. )wever, eki is indexed by geometry and not by step as in the ginal HMMs. To convert from structure to sequence, we apply econd transformation, eikl*Pkl(at) = eikl, [7] which the ekl are emission probabilities for symbol a, and )metry (k, 1) in state i. Note that at this point the emission )bability knows both step and geometry. Finally, we return this the step level by summing over geometries, ecific contacts further improved the discriminatory capabili-;s of the HMMs. The incorporation of dynamical structure in MMs and thereby the introduction of a broader definition of nsensus was shown to improve the transferability of the MMs. Collectively, these results provide supportive evidence a role for molecular geometry as well as sequence in regulary mechanisms. The method described is readily extended to finitions of sequence-dependent DNA structure involving ditional helicoidal parameters, and to include sequence conxt effects with trinucleotide or higher-order models. In conision, we note that however encouraging one finds the results this study, this is not an unequivocal proof of concept because reement or plausible behavior compared with experiment )es not prove a model per se. The proposed methodology has nsiderable potential applications in bioinformatics beyond ose described herein, but it is not yet possible to say how neral these results are. In particular, the issues we have raised out overtraining (i.e., developing a proper training set with all tentially interesting characteristics included) and robustness the method will require subsequent detailed and critical study.
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